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Record Highs Despite COVID-19
Advisory firm mergers and acquisitions activity continued its record pace through the first half of 2020. Thus far,
COVID-19 looks to be nothing more than a hiccup for deal-makers, who announced more transactions than any other
six-month period dating back two decades. The 80 total transactions are 7% more than the previous record of 75 deals
announced during the same period last year and 11% above the annual total achieved less than three years ago in 2017.
By quarters, deals reached a record-high 43 in the first quarter while the 37 transactions announced in the second
quarter were the fourth highest on record (Figure 1).
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Note: For a detailed explanation of the methodology leveraged to create this update, please refer to Page 6.
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• Transaction totals for the
first half of 2020 were
highest on record.
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dampening activity.
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Key Trends

• Targeted firms represented
a record $125 billion in
combined AUM.
• 35% of deals targeted firms
with $1B or more in AUM.
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The year started with a burst, picking up where 2019’s record level of activity left off, then slowed with the onset of
COVID-19, before ending with a bang in June (Figure 2). Through January and February, 33 deals were announced, with
the pace slowing to just 29 total deals during the three-month period from March to May. As security markets became
more stable, June brought a strong rebound with 18 announcements. Relative to the months preceding and following,
March through May clearly saw a downturn in activity. For greater perspective, however, it is important to note that the
29 deals announced in that three-month period equaled the total reached in the first quarter of 2018, which at the time
was a record-high quarter.
Figure 2

Transaction Announcements by Month, 2020 June Year to Date
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Factors on both sides of the buyer-seller relationship are sustaining the record level of deal-making activity. Sellers continue to
be motivated by attractive valuations and a need for succession solutions. Further, an increasing number are taking advantage
of selling minority interests—which enable original owners to maintain control over the direction of the firm while applying
the injection of capital to generate new growth opportunities. This trend exploded in 2020 with 13 minority-share transactions
through the first half of the year, compared to nine minority deals in all of 2019 and just four in 2018.
For buyers, there’s the growing recognition of independent advisory firms as an attractive and reliable investment opportunity
combined with plentiful and low-cost capital for making these investments. In addition, while some leading buyers are purely
looking for investment opportunities, many others are motivated to realize accretive value though either a merger or
acquisition. All of this is serving to overcome any hesitancies or obstacles to transacting as a result of the coronavirus.

Multi-Dealers Are Multiplying
With a few key exceptions, the buyer landscape remains largely unchanged relative to our past M&A updates. RIAs
initiating deals with other RIAs continue to be the dominant form of transaction relationship. The 64% of deals through the
first half of the year accounted for by RIA-led transactions are a share nearly identical to the entirety of 2019 (Figure 3).
Among the RIA-led deals, however, the share initiated by RIA multi-dealers is increasing again. Investor multi-dealers are
also on the rise, accounting for a 14% share of transactions in the first half of 2020 compared to 11% of transactions
throughout 2019.
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Figure 3

Transaction Share by Acquirer Type, 2018–2020 June Year to Date
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The active number of multi-dealers has expanded considerably. Multi-dealers of either type now account for just over half
(51%) of all deals. So far in 2020, 22 different multi-dealers have announced transactions compared to just 15 active multidealers less than two years ago in all of 2018. Over the last 18 months, five new RIA multi-dealers have become active. They
include Cerity Partners, Creative Planning, MAI Capital Management, The Mather Group and Cresset Asset Management.
The same period has also seen the introduction of three new investor multi-dealers—Emigrant Partners, Merchant
Investment Management and CI Financial. The expanding multi-dealer presence is not a total surprise. Our previous M&A
update, noting a growing number of first-time buyers at the time, suggested a strong possibility that many of these firsttimers would evolve to form a new generation of future repeat buyers.
Figure 4

Most Active Acquirers, 2020 June Year to Date
2020 YTD Transactions
Firm

Total Deals

Largest Transaction by AUM

Emigrant Bank/
Emigrant Partners

4

$14.5B AUM—Stratos Wealth Holdings (including Stratos Wealth Partners and
Stratos Wealth Advisors) announced April 1.

Creative Planning Inc.

4

$700M AUM—Sunrise Advisors announced June 23.

CAPTRUST

3

$1.75B AUM—Welch Hornsby, Inc. announced March 12.

Mercer Advisors, Inc.

3

$350M AUM—First Ohio Planning announced January 28.
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Unlike the multi-dealers, bank or trust-initiated deals are a group that is shrinking its presence. Bank or trust companies
made four deals through the first half of 2020, accounting for just 5% of all transactions.
The remaining “other” deal-makers, accounting for 18% of 2020 year-to-date transactions, tend to be a varied group by
definition. So far this year, however, an interesting theme is emerging across many of these transactions. Several of the
deals in this category involve major financial services companies that are seeking a wealth management capability in order
to more broadly serve their existing niche markets. One prime example was the announced acquisition in June of Personal
Capital Advisors, a “digital first” RIA and wealth manager, by Empower Retirement, a retirement services provider.

Largest-Ever Combined Target AUM Total
Through the first half of 2020, firms targeted for a merger or acquisition represented $125 billion in combined AUM. With
more deals targeting larger firms, the sum is a record for any previous six-month period and exceeds all but two
annual totals over the last 20 years. The first quarter of the year was also a record high with $74 billion in combined AUM.
Figure 5

AUM Related to Announced Transactions, 2018–2020 June Year to Date
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The median AUM for targeted firms, at $438 million for 2020 year-to-date, is up as well. Compared to past years, the
current median is the highest since 2013. Thus far in 2020, more than a third of all deals (35%) targeted firms with $1 billion
or more in assets compared to about a quarter of firms throughout 2019. The growing trend toward minority investments is
contributing toward many deals targeting larger firms, enabling investors to more easily acquire ownership in larger firms.
One-off large-scale acquisitions by financial services conglomerates are also playing a role. Figure 6 provides more specific
examples of the largest deals in terms of target firm AUM.
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Figure 6

Largest Transactions by AUM of Target Firm, 2020 June Year to Date

Acquirer

Target

Target AUM
(in $ billions)

Announcement
Date

Emigrant Bank/
Emigrant Partners

Stratos Wealth Holdings (including Stratos
Wealth Partners and Stratos Wealth Advisors)

$14.5

April 1

Empower Retirement

Personal Capital Advisors

$12.2

June 29

Abry Partners

Beacon Pointe Advisors LLC

$11.5

March 9

Charles Schwab Corp.

Wasmer, Schroeder & Company

$10.5

February 26

North Square
Investments

C.S. McKee L.P.

$8.0

January 7

Outlook Largely Pandemic Dependent
Our last M&A update suggested that advisory firm M&A activity had ratcheted up to a new level of intensity. This assumption
still holds true. The continued record-setting pace so far in 2020 is truly remarkable amid the social and economic disruption
associated with COVID-19. That said, the virus remains a threat, and it could potentially have long-term implications for
the economy at large and the advisory industry specifically. While not directly comparable, it is worth noting that advisory
firm transactions increased rapidly in the years leading up to the Great Recession. The 68 deals announced in 2007 hit
a peak that, as a result of the recession, was not surpassed until eight years later in 2015.
Barring no serious long-terms implications from COVID-19, M&A activity will likely continue at a record-breaking pace.
The fundamentals for continued deal-making remain strong in terms of an expanding variety of hungry buyers, growing
resources and capabilities for facilitating deals, and willing sellers.
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Methodology
Sources
A variety of sources were leveraged to produce this report. Transaction data are gathered from various trade articles,
press releases and other secondary research sources, including the Worldwide Mergers & Acquisitions database
compiled by Securities Data Company. All publicly announced transactions involving the acquisition or merger of an
independent advisory firm are reviewed for inclusion.
Firm Types
Coverage is limited to any U.S.-based RIA or independent trust company which has either been acquired or merged into
another firm. As a result, internal transitions of ownership as well as individuals or teams joining a firm are not included.
In addition, the firm must directly serve households or individual clients and manage at least $50 million in AUM or
generate at least $500,000 in annual revenue. Further, coverage is limited to firms under $20 billion in AUM. Also excluded
are transactions targeting independent broker-dealers, given the different business models, market orientation and
operating characteristics of these firms.
Deal Restrictions
Transactions must involve an exchange of equity with an outside party representing a 10% or more share of the firm’s value.
Database Maintenance
To produce historical trends, new data are added to FA Insight’s proprietary database that covers the specifics of major
deals announced since 2000. Aggregate results for 2020 are preliminary and will likely be revised upward as additional
information becomes available.

Important Buyer Type Definitions
Bank/Trust. Includes any bank, trust company, credit union or savings institution.
RIA One-Off. Denotes an independent RIA firm initiating a one-time deal.
RIA Multi-Dealer. Relates to RIAs that originate as traditional advisory firms and then adopt routine transactions
as part of a deliberate growth strategy, initiating at least three deals in a five-year span.
Investor Multi-Dealer. Includes typically private equity-backed firms, often referred to as aggregators or
consolidators, formed with the primary purpose of making multiple accretive transactions.
Other. Denotes any other transacting party including broker-dealers, accounting firms, platform providers or
direct private equity investors.
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This brochure is published by TD Ameritrade Institutional for informational purposes only and is intended to provide a general overview about the topics covered and to help
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appropriate and applicable to you and your firm.
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